Helping Sprint
Implement Their
Growth Plans

Designing a sales
process for Sprint
and making it work
“Our win rate has doubled since we
started this project with
SalesGenetics.”
Kim Green-Kerr
Senior Vice President,
Sprint Business Solutions

Sprint has always been a leading player in the
U.S. telecoms arena, but a series of acquisitions,
mergers and other challenges meant they
needed to turn around most areas of the
business – especially sales. Following a
competitive pitch, SalesGenetics was hired in
March 2017 to design and implement a sales
transformation program – The Sprint Way of
Selling – focusing on both sales and leadership.
This was rolled out to more than 150 managers
and 1,600 sales people by December 2017.
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The challenges faced by the Sprint
management team
After a series of mergers, acquisitions and other
challenges, the sales team at Sprint lacked focus and as
a result, the best sales people were leaving.
“Sales had been neglected. There was no consistent
approach. People were just shooting from the hip and
going for the low-hanging fruit,” said Gary Wightman,
senior manager for sales enablement in Sprint
Business. Gary wanted a clearly defined sales and
coaching methodology, more collaboration and
ongoing support for the sales team.
When it came to choosing the right partner to achieve
the sales transformation, Gary and Sprint’s
management team were impressed by the way
SalesGenetics proposed an end-to-end solution by first
providing the whole team with a customer engagement
toolbox, and then engaging the sales managers in
coaching and developing performance in their sales
teams.

How SalesGenetics worked with
Sprint
SalesGenetics followed a tried-and-tested process
starting with a series of workshops for sales leaders
and reps where they worked on live opportunities,
then conducting a SalesDNA analysis with all the reps
and managers to identify individual development areas.
SalesGenetics ran 360° Sales Leadership workshops to
enhance coaching skills, and went on to run Pit-Stop
coaching sessions to develop them on an individual
basis. Sprint hired four sales coaches to maintain the
Sales Performance Development cadence.
Gary was very impressed with the SalesGenetics
approach. “They were experienced, innovative, and
excelled at storytelling to bring concepts to life,” he
said. Gary was also impressed at everyone’s
enthusiastic acceptance across Sprint Business. “There
was excitement and buy in from across the enterprise
and real pent-up demand. We delivered 2,600 hours of
training in 200 sessions across the U.S. with teams
demanding sessions.”
Heidi Cramer, one of the regional sales managers also
found working with SalesGenetics a very positive
experience. “We didn’t boil the ocean, the focus on the
Buying Centre was very valuable. And the coaching – I
can’t get enough. The insight from the SalesDNA

Analysis and the coach continuously working with me
and the reps is phenomenal,” she said.
“We have won 20% more new logo
enterprise accounts in five months
by using the SalesGenetics sales
transformation framework.”

Jan Geldmacher
President of Sprint Business

Does the Sprint Way of Selling work
and will it deliver results?
Heidi, who is at the sharp end of selling with her team
focused on Small and Medium-size Businesses (SMB)
said, “One rep had been working on an opportunity
for 18 months. Once we better understood how
customer decisions were made, we talked to the right
people and closed the deal for 300 handsets”.
Sprint has used the tools, especially Pit-Stops, to
spotlight the best opportunities. Every sales manager
coaches their team through the 10 best
opportunities. Sales directors do the same for their
top 10 opportunities. Kim Green Kerr, who heads up
the entire B2B sales team, is really happy with the
success of the project. “The Pit-Stops have put a focus
on the 1,500 most important deals in our business
and focuses our key resources on winning these
deals. Our win rate has doubled since we started this
project with SalesGenetics,” she said.
Jan Geldmacher, President of Sprint Business added,
“We have won 20% more new logo enterprise
accounts in five months by using the SalesGenetics
sales transformation framework.”
Gary says there is excitement across the organization
with buy-in from the CEO and the Business Sales
Leaders. Marketing, Finance and HR are all getting
involved. He said, “Our internal partners are fully
engaged and are thinking things through to keep up
the momentum. It looks like the Sprint Way of Selling
is here to stay.”
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